Festival Rules
Please read these rules as they are meant to maintain the well-being
and safety of everyone attending.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
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As Raven’s Knoll has not yet succeeded in becoming a sovereign state, all laws of Canada
and the Province of Ontario apply to everyone at KG.
Take ALL your garbage and recyclables home. If you have a legitimate reason why you
can’t, Raven’s Knoll will do it for a fee.
No illegal substances, firearms or pyrotechnics (sparklers excepted) are allowed.
If you put the safety or well-being of others at risk, creating a hazard to the site or a situation
that could have a hazardous outcome, you will be asked to leave.
KG is a safe space. Sexually aggressive or inappropriate behaviour will not be tolerated.
No underage drinking of alcohol is permitted. The legal drinking age in Ontario is 19. (Years
from past lives do not count toward legal drinking age.)
Children under the age of 18 must be in the company of, OR have written permission from, a
custodial parent or legal guardian to attend the festival.
Parents are responsible for their under-18 children at all times. Parents who do not, in the
opinion of the Festival organizers, exercise good parental care of their children will be asked
to leave. Children under 10 must be supervised at all times.
No child under age 12 may be left unattended near ANY body of water on the site. Children
MUST be supervised by an adult at the beach. The swimming area is not supervised so you
swim at your own risk. No swimming in the Sacred Well.
Don’t dig or create any additional fire pits or scavenge fire wood from Raven’s Knoll property. You can buy firewood at the registration office. Ontario regulations prohibit bringing
firewood from outside the immediate vicinity.
No glass bottles around the common fire pits. Remember that dancers may be ground-clad
(barefoot).
Boating is not permitted. (Personal flotation devices / life jackets are ok.)
Rule 13 is not permitted under federal, provincial and universal law. Fnord.
Pets are not welcome, with the exception of service / assistance animals or with the express
prior permission of festival organizers.
Respect privacy. No video cameras, and do not photograph anyone, including people in the
background, without their prior consent (even with a camera phone). This includes rituals
and group shots. Videos and unwelcome photos will be erased, and offenders may be asked
to leave.
Smoking is strictly forbidden in all cabins, buildings and the children’s area(s). You can
smoke anywhere else on the site as long as you dispose of your cigarette butts in an environmentally-friendly way. (Use the Butt Cans provided).
There is no bathing, washing of clothes or dishes, etc. in the river. (And definitely not in the
Sacred Well.)
You may be skyclad at the common fire pit at night and in your own campsite area. Be aware
the river is public. Boats may occasionally pass by and neighbours do use the river in view
of our beach area. In keeping with community standards, we ask that you respect the norms
of the host/muggle community of which we are privileged to be a part, and ask that everyone
not be naked and women not be topless in the beach area.
Except at the discretion of the Festival Staff, please do not use electrically amplified musical
instruments, radios, car stereos, etc.
Respect our neighbours – stay on Raven’s Knoll land. Trespassing on neighbours’ property
will be considered a serious transgression of hospitality.
Respect yourself and others. Do not offend the Gods and Goddesses or spirits of the land.
This is a private gathering; the hosts of the festival and stewards of the land have the right to
enforce these rules. Anyone violating these rules shall be expelled without refund.

Gathering 2010
“ T h e Quickening ”

Kaleidoscope Gathering is a
completely non-partisan gathering. We are open to people of all faiths, religions, cultures, genders and
sexual orientations. While some of our workshops and
rituals do refer to the teachings and philosophies of various schools of thought, we are not in any way officially

Festival Staff
Flying Monkeys (Security)
Badger “Chuck Norris” Jones – Head
Philippe the French Norse Guy
Kim the Fire Goddess
Tyler Mulligan
Greg
Dillon the Barbarian
Ron

Elaine “Amazon” Gooderham
Shane “Loki” Hultquist
Kieran “The Pirate” Green
Shamrock
Jason “Eagle Eyes” Perreault

Owl Post (Communications)
Richard “WhytRaven” Pearce
Mike, King of Radios and Coffee
Jeanette, Mistress of White Boards

aligned with any of these beliefs or institutions.

Brendan “Cathbad” Myers
Kat “Pirate Queen” Summerbell
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Julie Desrosiers – Head
Dana Lisa Rondeau
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Stacey Matthews
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Healers (Medical team)
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Crazy Dave
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Salamander – Head Firekeeper

Brad MacDonald – Drum Major

Children’s Wonderment
Laurie Foster-MacLeod (Laurie #1)
Rikki LaCoste (Laurie #3… don’t ask)

No druids were harmed in the making of this program.
However a number of bards were sacrificed on the
Altar of Inside Jokes and Running Gags.
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Laurie Benson-Waller (Laurie #2)

Music and Mirth
Chris “Jock MacGregor” Benson

Jason “Ja” Sonier

Special Undertakings
Jordan the Tall
Christine O'Connor
Helmut, Lord of Vendors

Doug “The Ferryman” Thew
Sherrie “I’m not Pokey” Alexander
Sammy
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has been a practicing smith for some 40 years. He has supplied us with wonderful handThe Powers
That
Be knives and swords and daggers, to
crafted and custom-made
treasures of all
kinds, from
drinking horns and leather book sleeves, and “toys” for grown adults (if you have to
"MA,His
Auntie
M" path
Pearce
ask, feel free, butMaryanne
brace yourself).
spiritual
is the smith’s path, which is a sepaOne
of
Canada’s
better-kept
military
secrets is the fact that, years ago,
rate belief system centered around the metal-smithing trade.
we had had our own research program to develop a new breed of
“super soldier.” One of the researchers experimented with combining
Mohawk and Celtic DNA. The experiment was successful. Too successful, it turns out, as the subject bashed her way out through a reinforced concrete wall. Decades later, the army still has not caught up
with Maryanne. This may be because she is currently earning a PhD in law, and your
average soldier rightly feels that a Celtic Mohawk legal expert is something he is definitely NOT paid enough to deal with. Or it may simply be because she has become very
good at hiding under a giant pile of Great Pyrenees dogs.
Austin "Auz the Viking" Lawrence
At first glance, Auz is your typical Viking warrior: tall, blond,
bearded. However, had he really been a Viking, he’d have been the
one standing in the longboat saying, “Do we really have to do this
pillaging and burning thing all the time? Can’t we all just get along?”
At which point he would have been tossed overboard, so it’s probably a good thing he was never really a Viking. Auz does have the
Viking tendency to laugh in the face of peril. Peril is taking it personally, and is sulking
in the corner. Auz is currently Stag King. There is absolutely no truth to the rumour the
organizers were bribed with a barrel of mead and lifetime passes to Raven’s Knoll.

The Powers That Was
Lady Pamilla, Dowager Empress of Fest
formerly She Who Must Be Obeyed
It’s good to be King. Or Queen, as the case may be. But sometimes ya just gotta take a break and hand the reins on to someone
else. Or con them into taking the reins, at least. So it is that Lady
Pamilla, once the unflappable omnipotent hand behind KG, has
retired to her hammock to relax and quietly laugh at the sucke…
I mean brave souls who have shouldered the burden. As is often
the case with great leaders who have succeeded in passing on the
crown while still retaining their heads on their shoulders, Lady
Pam now acts as prime consultant to her successors.
Carpenar (aka David Rolfe)
Carpenar has always been content to leave the limelight to Lady Pam
while he goes off and plays in the woods with chainsaws. So successful has he been at staying generally invisible that some people wonder
whether he really exists, or if he is in fact just Pam’s imaginary friend.
KG’s own pagan Snuffleupagus. However, yes Virginia, there really is
a Carpenar. The proof is in the strange wooden constructions he leaves
behind: miniature models of Jock MacGregor and life-size replicas of
Viking longboats. All are encouraged to visit the new Raven’s Knoll
stage
42 and marvel at Carpenar’s huge erection.
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Hail and Well Met!
We have come to know the Kaleidoscope Gathering as a camping festival
for Pagans, Heathens, Magickal people and other like-minded folks to
hare their friendship and spirituality in celebration of High Summer and
the Lammas-tide.
This is the first year we gather at the new land of Ravens Knoll: a private, pagan-owned campground and event centre. We purchased it for the
express purpose of putting down roots for our community and growing
events like KG. We hope you will come to love this land as much as we
have. We have great plans for it in the years to come. If you want to be a
part of making Raven’s Knoll an ever-better home for our community,
we work throughout the year and new hands are always welcome. We are
extremely appreciative of the many people who have donated labour,
time, expertise and items for Raven’s Knoll.
This is also the first year we, Maryanne and Austin, take over the role of
organizing KG from Pamela Fletcher (Lady Pamilla, formerly She Who
Must Be Obeyed, now Dowager Empress of Fest), allowing her time to
lie in her hammock in the trees and actually enjoy the festival she built.
The KG staff as a whole sees many transitions this year. Heartfelt thanks
t o
all of those who are taking a well-earned rest, and to all the
new faces who have joined the KG staff family.
Kaleidoscope has a new logo: the Rainbow Dragonfly. She
is a symbol of renewal, positive energy and the power of
the living world. Dragonflies are creatures of both the
wind and water. They can represent change, but
they also emerge from their cocoons fully mature, bringing to life the ancient where they appear. With their
short lives, dragonflies teach us to live life to the fullest.
Looking into the eyes of the dragonfly we see ourselves reflected in a thousand points of shimmering light. The kaleidoscope, too, is filled with many colours of light, representing the light of
wisdom from many spiritual traditions. The rainbow encompasses all
peoples no matter the colour of their skin or the manner of their love. A

Reyl believes that play is ritual and ritual is play. Actually he just likes to sew nice outfits, go camping, and hang out with pagans and other people as silly as he is. Reyl lives
by the beach in Ottawa, and is an actively ridiculous member of the SCA. He sings
loudly and mostly on key, and will likely sing for bribes of food or books. He also blogs
about trans issues, feminism, mental health, and the perils of life in the modern age. All
his novels are currently unpublishable.
Rick Dhur: A guy who does Crafty stuff. Intrigued? Marie Douville: A sexy babe who
also does Crafty stuff (but is way sexier than Rick). These well-attended workshops
have been a Fest staple since 2003.
Rikki Lacoste has been a musician and a composer since his choir school days as a
boy. He has also practiced Ceremonial Magick for over 15 years, and is a third-degree
member of a contemporary Templar Order. Rikki also hosts Kakophonos, a popular
pagan podcast.
Rising Phoenix is an eclectic solitaire who was generously supported at a young age by
her parents to develop her magic. She has researched and integrated many different
types of magic. Having grown up in West Africa, she has a unique way of seeing the
world.
Rowan Gilliland is a computer wiz and gamer. She loves making music for computer
games and animation. She is also a huge anime fan. She has had an interest in fantasy
and monsters from a very early age.
Scarlet Cougar / Lady Scarlet is an Eclectic Celtic Priestess of the Black Forest Tradition. She has a BA in Classics and Anthropology, and a BA Honours Religion. In 1994,
she founded the Concordia University Pagan Society (CUPS) in an effort to develop
awareness of this diverse spirituality. That same year, she began the Crescent Moon
School.
Tamare White-Wolf is a Psychic Shaman Spiritualist who has offered workshops, circles, healings and readings since 1989. She operates Earth and Sky Connection. For the
past three years she has operated Paganfest, in which she helps spread the good energy
of Earth Based Spirituality! Find her on the internet at
www.earthandskyconnection.com
Teresa Bowden aka Redhawk: ‘Unique’ and ‘eclectic’ have been some of the nicer
words to describe this interesting and even strange woman. She has been in and out of
the public community for over 15 years, but her solitary practices keep her to its edges.
Thomas Dean is a multi-instrumentalist specializing in Spontaneous Melodic Music.
He is a classically-trained pianist who has performed in bands and orchestras with many
instruments for over 30 years. He discovered the Ukulele in 2008 while working with
Hawaiian Elders and was “called” to “get the music out”.
Tim Foster, better known as
community’s favourite black-
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Helmut, is the Ontario pagan
smith. Traditionally trained, he
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Kat Summerbell is the Queen of KG Pirate Camp and mother of the world's cutest
pirate twins. She has attended KG almost since its inception and has been an earthmother-loving kitchen-witch and member of Ottawa's pagan community for over 25
years. She has built an impressive archive of pagan chants and is always on the lookout
for more. The only thing that could possibly rival her chant library is her new "Pirate
Camp Songbook" - a collection of sea shanties, East Coast and Irish traditional songs.
Logan Blackwolf is a 20 year veteran of film, television, theatre, horse riding and
sword play. He follows the Guardian Path.
Lokigui has been reading and teaching the Tarot and offering spiritual guidance for
about 20 years. He works at Psychic Fairs in Montreal, Toronto and Quebec City, and
on radio and television shows. Presently he’s with Carnivale Lune Bleue (Blue Moon),
and with Sun Tarot since 1999.
Meri Fowler has been a Wiccan since 1992, and belongs to a Celtic Shamanic Wiccan
Coven in Montreal. She is a founder of the Avalon Centre, a community center in Dorval. Meri has a B.Sc. in Nursing, and also practices and teaches Ninjutsu, a Japanese
Martial Art.
Michel Daw is an avowed Stoic and Hellene. He is a founding member of the College
of Stoic Philosophers, an online study program for Stoic Practice, and also runs TheStoicLife.org. He is Training Manager for an international software firm, and has been
teaching adults and leading classes for two decades.
Miranda Gilliland is an artist. She is huge fan of all animals. She is very well read. Her
first exposure to werewolves and vampires was at the age of two years old watching one
of her favourite movies A Nightmare Before Christmas.
Ottawa Witch & Stitch Circle, represented by Melissa Kean, Juniper Cox, Lee Ann
Farruga, Monique Goguen, Sylvie Charbonneau, and others. We are a small group
of Crafters in the Ottawa area meeting monthly for an evening of mindful, meditational
crafting (and Crafting), and fellowship. Some of us are knitters, some of us crochet, and
some enjoy embroidery or other kinds of stitching.

rainbow might just lead us to the land of the gods or to special treasures.
All these images embody the tolerance and diversity that allow our community to manifest magick every year at KG. Our love and gratitude to
Laurie Foster, who created KGs own Rainbow Dragonfly.
The theme for Kaleidoscope Gathering 2010 is Quickening. Quickening
is the first stirrings of the baby in the womb, the power of the seed as it
sprouts, the idea as it reaches your lips. It is the perfect symbol for the
sprouting of the dream that is KG at Raven's Knoll. And remember: the
term comes from the lore of Celtic Britain. So don your kilts, break out
your pipes and bodhrans, and prepare for blustery good cheer!
So although Kaleidoscope 2010 brings many changes, her spirit remains
unchanged. We look forward to experiencing magick with you again this
summer. The warm earth awaits our bare feet!
In frith and with bright blessings,

Austin ‘ A uz ’ Lawrence
& Maryanne ‘ MA ’ Pearce

Pat Gilliland has explored various paths including the Wiccan Church of Canada, Asatru and Ár nDraíocht Féin (ADF) Druidry. He enjoys being a doting father to their two
beautiful daughters. After twenty years, he thinks he has marriage figured out.
Paul Jagos began his venture into paganism when he was nine years old. Since then he
has co-founded the Interfaith Student Council at the University of Guelph. (Staff Note:
Ask Paul about the secret, long version of his bio.)
Raun Dupuis has been a semi-professional drummer for over thirty years. He is the
drummer for the Ottawa Valley band Common Ground, and for the Voodoo Blues All
Star Band. Now employed part time with Treefrog Percussion, Raun makes and repairs
all kinds of drums including
the Squonga, an unique drum of his
own design.
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Things you should know
RULES
The rules of KG are on the back cover of this program. Read them yet? No? Well go
read them! … ok, you can finish this page first. THEN go read them.
FIRES
It has been a dry summer, so the risk of forest fires everywhere is
elevated. Absolutely no campfires unless your site has an approved,
pre-installed fire pit. Please be very careful with other open flames:
candles, lanterns and gas stoves. If you smoke, always dispose of
your butts safely.

toba Metis heritage. She is the founder of Magic Forest Arts and Crafts Collective.
Franco Minatel, mechanical engineer by day, parent, musician, athlete, astrologer, omnimancer, energy worker and Wiccan priest the rest of the time. A very fine guitarist
too!
Gavin and Yvonne Frost are two of the pagan movement’s most prolific writers and
most influential (and controversial!) spiritual leaders. In 1968 they founded the Church
and School of Wicca, and launched an occult correspondence school. Although officially the Frosts are semi-retired, they continue to write books and to lecture at various
pagan gatherings.
George Bailey follows both the Norse and Celtic paths. Over the last few years he has
taught swordplay to school children, wedding parties, religious orders, and ordinary
people everywhere.

FIRST AID
Our highly skilled medical team is here to provide first response for moderate to serious
injuries and other medical emergencies. For minor cuts and scrapes, we encourage you
to bring your own first aid kit. If you are experiencing or witness a medical emergency,
any staff member will know how to summon the medics. Unless a person cannot or
should not be moved, please go to the medic tent next to Registration. A first aid kit,
water and cot are available there. The medics can meet you there. IMPORTANT: Our
medics CANNOT provide any prescription or over-the-counter medications, including
painkillers or antihistamines like Bendryl. If you are likely to need medications, make
sure you have them.

Gina is an elder of the 30 year-old coven of the Silver Wheel (Ottawa & Montreal).
What eventually became the Kaleidoscope Gathering was founded as a Lammas meeting of souls by Gina on her land 21 years ago. She also holds the In-Fest festival each
Labour Day long weekend.

SECURITY (aka The Flying Monkeys)
Look for the folks with the radios. They are here to help everyone have an enjoyable
fest by ensuring a safe and secure environment. Security folk will be patrolling throughout Raven’s Knoll, day and night. Do not hesitate to approach them with any problems
or concerns you may have. And please, if a member of security asks you to do something—or to stop doing something—be respectful and comply. They are only doing it
for your safety and/or that of your fellow fest-goers.

Jade is a social worker from Ottawa whom has been a witch since childhood. Ze has
more recently become a Heathen and acts as Lorekeeper for Rúnatýr Kindred. Jade also
has pursued a history in GLBTTQ activism and education having worked with police
services, sexual health services, victims services and schools.

SKYCLAD
We are in a new land with new neighbours, so the rules for clothing are different this
year. You can be Skyclad at your own campsite (except those near the beach or visible
to the public from land or water) and at the drumming fire, but clothing is required for
common areas. Because the river is public space used by our neighbours, there is no
skyclad or female topless bathing there. Don’t worry though, by next year we plan to
build a swimming pond away from public eyes for skyclad bathing. You can sunbathe
skyclad at the pond's location (behind the Drumming Firepit) should you wish.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING
KG has got a great children’s program this year. Check out pages 26-27! We now have
not one, not two, the THREE Lauries making magic happen for our little ones. However, the Lauries are not babysitters, and the kids’ program is not a daycare. Please
come enjoy the children’s programming along with your kids.
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Hobbes is an eclectic pagan, bard, and overall geek from Montreal. After performing in
the last seven KG Bardics, he won third place in the KG Bardic 2009 and won the Wiccanfest Bardic in 2008. As a published storyteller, he just released his latest CD collection of tales called The Bard’s New Hat. He has also given many workshops at KG,
including the Warrior Circles, which have become Fest favorites.

James McKever was raised on a Christian path. Then a major health trauma, and a
Vision Quest, brought him to where he is now. He is constantly amazed at what he uncovers. By looking within, he has discovered he can travel on the Astral Plane, perform
healing, and has the capacity for many other interesting abilities residing within him.
Jan is living her Green Witch path on a six-acre homestead in rural Ontario with her
husband, a dog, a cat, and a flock of chickens. When she’s not tending the garden, walking in the woods, baking bread, or learning to quilt, she works part-time as a freelance
writer, editor, and proofreader.
Juniper Cox runs Walking the Hedge, the popular website, forum, and blog (walkingthehedge.net), and co-hosts Standing
Stone and Garden Gate podcast (stonegatepodshow.net). She
has practiced witchcraft for 15 years, is a contributor to the new
book To Fly by Night: an Anthology of Hedgewitchery
(Pendraig Publishing, 2010).
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Biographies

Brendan Myers: One day Brendan just appeared sitting in a tree, unwashed and shouting incomprehensible theological statements in Gaelic at passers-by. Some kindly pagans took him in, bathed him and fed him and then, like a tenured professor, couldn’t
ever seem to get rid of him again. These days Brendan spends his time penning books
(four so far, maybe more).

FIRE PITS
KG is very pleased to offer four different evening bonfire areas this year:
1. The Hearth Fire (Map #2) is a quiet bonfire where families can relax and
chat. No drumming or dancing here.
2. The Bardic Fire (Map #8) is for musicians and storytellers to ply their art,
and everyone else to enjoy.
3. The Drumming Fire (Map #21) is the place for drumming and dancing
the night away. Skyclad welcome.
4. The Youth Bonfire (Map #1) is a safe space for young people from 12-18
to relax without adults around (although security will pass through regularly). No alcohol or skyclad here. It will be closed down around midnight.
Youth firekeepers must have training by a firekeeper.

Castalia is an initiate of Temple of Thelema, a Priestess in the Odyssean Tradition, a
High Priestess in the Alexandrian Tradition, and a student of Kundalini Yoga. She’s
also a touring and recording multi-instrumentalist, composer, and folk music performer
too. Find her on the internet at www.castaliamusic.ca

General firepit etiquette: Be considerate of your fellow fire-goers. Many people are
barefoot, so no glass bottles at any of the bonfires. If you are dancing, don’t smoke. Lit
cigarettes and bare skin don’t mix. Drum Major Brad will lay out the other rules of etiquette for the drumming fire each night.

Christine O’Connor has been around KG since time immemorial. Despite being naturally rebellious, not to mention easily bored and distracted, she has nevertheless managed to settle down and concentrate just long enough to produce two Bachelors degrees,
four children and seven grandchildren. She is also a fabulous artist. She did the cover of
the program!

CARS
You may bring your cars to your camp site to unload and load your gear at the start and
end of fest, and during fest briefly if need be. However the rest of the time cars must
remain parked in the parking lot. Those with valid medical or accessibility reasons may
apply for a special parking permit at registration.

Crazy Dave is certifiable. The high altitude in his monster truck and constrictive straw
hat have lead him to long, lonely hours in his fancy machines digging the Drumming
Firepit and Pond. Only visions of his naked pagan friends cavorting have kept him
(relatively) sane.

SHENANIGANS
Definition: Silly or high-spirited behavior; mischief. A growing tradition among KG
staff and fest veterans. Shenanigans are strange and elaborate pranks and counterpranks. Shenanigans usually involve many people at once, there are often several overlapping ones going at once, and they are never as secret as the people involved think
they are. So if you see staff and others doing strange and inexplicable things, it’s probably just Shenanigans.

Bonnie Coursolle makes and sells a variety of bead sets, along with jewelry, dowsing
and divination products, tree of life pendants, pewter cloak clasps and other miscellaneous items. You can find her online at www.jasper-moon.ca.

Daniel Lamarche currently serves as the purse warden for Thornhaven Grove ADF,
and as ADF’s Eastern Canada Regional Druid, and as the Vice Chief on the Council of
Regional Druids ADF.
David Aubrey Berger designs programs for team-building, leadership and visioning,
and has appeared on CBC national radio and on TV. He is a professor at York University, and the Director of the Aleila Festival. In the fall of 2006 he published Eco Leadership: The Power of the Circle.
David Springer hates writing bios! But other than that, he was initiated in 1971, and
been a member of one of three covens for most of the last 40 years. After serving as
Canada’s Regional Coordinator for the Pagan Federation from 1991 until 2003, he now
develops new classes for the Ottawa Pagan Schola.

THE PIG
Our neighbours have a pet Vietnamese potbelly pig. It sometimes escapes and comes
for a visit. If you happen to spot it, please notify security.
MINI JOCK
There have been sightings of a strange little wooden Scottish dwarf that resembles Jock
MacGregor. If you spot this creature, do not be alarmed. Remain calm, do not make any
sudden movements, and please notify security.
AND FINALLY…

Dot Iskra Wasilewski is an eclectic pagan artisan of Slavic (Polish), Celtic and Mani-
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Rituals
Welcoming Ritual / Rituale Accueillant (Auz & MA and friends) The start of every
Kaleidoscope is always a time of welcome – to old friends and new energies. This year
we celebrate a special welcome: the welcome to a new land. So come and be welcome
as we open our first Kaleidoscope Gathering at Raven's Knoll. We Witches, Pagans,
Heathens and Magickal folk are a diverse lot. We fly, spin and rise on the wings of the
Rainbow Dragonfly. Our community derives strength from all of us as individuals,
standing together. Contribute your strength and energies at this multi-tradition ritual to
quicken the positive energies that lie waiting in the land and within all of us. Let us bid
welcome to each other, to our ancestors, and to our Goddesses and Gods.
Men’s Warrior Circle (Conrad) An exploration of the warrior spirit within all men!
This event will involve discussion of how the archetype of the Warrior is expressed, as
well as the techniques and reactions of a warrior. There will also be ritualized combat
using foam weapons to hone our warrior skills and determine a champion.
GLBT Tea Dance Ritual (Alex Del Busso) "As Witches we dance between the worlds,
let the dance carry us between the genders." With tea, discussion and dance we will
celebrate the union of the Goddess and the God from which we are all born. As we find
our place in the world, embracing the Love of the Goddess and God for us, we explore
how we can use the energy of this love in our daily lives. Over tea we can share our
"Gender discoveries" and exchange views on being different. Then join together in a
Spiral Dance. Everyone is welcome – GLBT and friends. And as part of the celebration
of the Goddess and God, you’re invited to come dressed as your favourite deity.
Children’s Warrior Circle (Doug ‘The Ferryman’ Thew) Inspired by the adult warrior
circles, this event allows kids to face each other in an honor battle with boffo-based
weapons. Led by Bard Doug Thew, kids will learn the basics and history of the warrior
path before they pick up their boffo weapon and face their opponent.
En Francais, S'il Vous Plait! (Lucie DuFresne and Alex Del Busso) KG's first ever
ritual in French. Theme to be determined at the Thursday workshop. Even if you did not
attend the Thursday workshop, are not bilingual or have not worked in French before,
please feel free to attend.
Stag King Competition (KG Elders and 2009 Stag King) The
great Kaleidoscope tradition. Life, death, rebirth, blood, the forces
of nature… all in one tight package bursting with testosterone and
machismo! What more could you ask for? Any man of age may
join the competition. Boys, girls and women are welcome to cheer
at the start and finish, but please keep the ritual sacred by staying
away from the competitors during the ritual.
Women’s Warrior Circle (Kimberly Ross) An exploration of the warrior spirit within
all women! This event will involve discussion of how the archetype of the Warrior is
expressed, as well as the techniques and reactions of a warrior. There will also be ritual-
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on” (!) workshop, we will use Astrological archetypes to map the hand. Particpants will
explore the fire, water, earth, and air hand as well as the lines of life heart, head, fate,
and the traditional marking on a hand. Each hand is as different as a finger print. Astrology blends it all together. It is Lokigui’s opinion that palmistry can be the most accurate
of the occult divination sciences.
The History of the Celtic Harp as a Symbol of Irish Nationality (Castalia) The triangular shaped harp is Ireland’s unique contribution to world instruments. This instrument
and the harpers who played them played a significant role in the people’s history of
Ireland. This seminar begins with a background of
“who are the Celts”, where they came from, and how
Irish Celtic identity was established
The Spiritual Artisan & Divination (Dot Iskra
Wasilewski) Fortune-telling with Rainbow Beads is a
unique form of divination that uses the energies of
semi-precious stones, found objects, glass beads in
the colours of the Rainbow Chakra, and other beads
in the shapes of various popular symbols. Dot will
talk about how craft and art-making is linked to personal spiritual development. The discussion will also
explore how anyone can create spiritually-charged objects, and how jewellery can be
spiritually charged for yourself and others.
Talk to the Trees (Teresa Bowden aka Redhawk) Come settle in this quiet meditative
workshop and learn the balance one can gain by communing with the trees around them.
Ever wonder why napping for only 20 minutes against an old tree will leave you feeling
more refreshed then that tossing and turning night you had before? Come join us in
learning about the calming and healing power of "talking to the trees." (Staff note: We
recommend a conversation with “Ferryman’s Folly”. It has a good story to tell.)
Three Ways to Relate
(Dr. Brendan Myers)
their spirituality as
based. This means that
the holy (or whatever
through the ecosystheir non-human inthei s
that

to the Environment
Many pagans regard
nature-based or earththe spirit, the divine,
it is) reveals itself
tems of the earth and
habitants. Dr. Myers’
ory

there are three ways,
three ways, in which
environment spiritudo with mythology and
ond has to do with the
ecosystem; the third is
losophical discovery,

and probably only
people relate to the
ally. The first has to
storytelling; the secbio-dynamics of an
Dr. Myers’ own phiand
is
called
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Prayer beads have a variety of forms and meanings, but the basic purpose is the same: to
assist the worshipper in reciting and counting specific prayers or incantations, for spell
casting, or to help focus concentration during meditation. Learn about the difference in
stringing materials, where to find beads and charms, and how to put it all together to
create a special set of prayer beads to enhance your daily
devotions. We will not actually be making a set of prayer
beads at this workshop, but you will get lots of practical
tips and ideas to help you design a set of prayer beads to
reflect your own personal practice or purpose through
symbolism, colour and material.
Two-Spirit (Jade Pichette) Throughout the history of
Turtle Island the Indigenous Nations have had an understanding of more then two genders and sometimes upwards of seven. This workshop will be a brief introduction to this history and the concept of Two-Spirit which
is being reclaimed by GLBT Native Peoples as the union of masculine and feminine in
the same body.
Vampires and Werewolves: A comparative mythology. (Rowan Gilliland and
Miranda Gilliland) Rowan and Miranda will talk about the real stories (i.e. the mythologies) behind these now popular creatures. They will also lead a discussion on which are
most preferred by participants and why. (Staff note: Zombies, ghouls, and all other undead are welcome to attend and share their experiences, as well. However, they are
asked to keep their shambling to a minimum.)
Astrology: There’s a Menu? (Franco Minatel) Many people are familiar with astrology but many do not know more than their “astrological sign”. The “sign” is merely the
zodiacal position of the Sun. There is more to astrology than that. Come find out about
different techniques. (Staff note: We’ll have the poached Pisces with a side of Capricorn
-feta salad.)
Invoking & Banishing Stars: What in Heck Are They For? (David Springer) A look
at pentagrams & hexagrams used to conjure or dismiss magical forces; where they come
from, the forces they govern, how & when to use them and how to do them.
Magical Monogamy (Pat Gilliland) Monogamy … Old Fashioned? Out of date? A tool
of the patriarchal oppressors? Heck no! Monogamy is alive and well in Pagan communities. In a world of ever shifting relationships and new relationship possibilities, monogamy remains a popular option. We will examine why monogamy remains both viable and popular and look at how it works physically, emotionally and spiritually.
Palmistry (Jason Guy Bernard, a.k.a. Lokigui of Sun Tarot Montreal) In this “hands-

ized combat using foam weapons to hone our warrior skills and determine a champion.
Main Ritual: Quickening (Chris Benson, Laurie Benson-Waller and Friends) Have
you heard the seed fall? Have you smelled the rich earth? Have you seen the trembling
shoot? Have you felt the Quickening? Come experience and participate in the magic
and mystery. At the main ritual we come together as a community in our diversity to
lend our energies to the quickening of this Pagan place, Raven’s Knoll, in our High
Summer celebration.
Third Gender Ritual (Jade and Reyl) For the first time in Kaleidoscope Gathering
history there will be a gender ritual dedicated to the Sacred Third. The ritual will be an
underworld journey into the essence of one's experiences of masculinity, femininity and
a sacred third. People may define themselves however they wish, as we go into the underworld bypassing our barriers and emerging whole. Through sharing our stories we
will come to new strength. Bring yourselves, your stories, and three small stones. All
are welcome.
Mixed Warrior Circle (Hobbes) At this event, as with past years, the champions of the
Men’s and Women’s Warrior Circle will unite in a ritual of competitive camaraderie
using foam weapons. Be prepared to cheer for your champion in good spirit! (Staff note:
We of course do not condone gambling. However we understand the odds
on the ‘Amazon vs. Bard’ fight are really good.)
Women's Ritual - Faces Three (Shamrock) She has been
called by a thousand names through out history. In Her three
faces we see reflected our own strengths and frailties. Maidens,
Mothers and Crones come and gather at the sacred grove in honour of HER. We will sing and dance, praise and share, and offer our
thanks to Her. We will erect a simple shrine where we may always return, should we feel the need. You are encouraged to bring a small token to
the Goddess. This may be a stick that you carve into a goddess figure, or a stone
painted with a symbol. Paints and other craft supplies will be provided.
Men's Ritual: The Lightning Tree (Doug “The Ferryman” Thew) This year's Men's
Ritual will focus on the mythic connection between Sky and Earth, the sacredness of the
'lightning tree', and how that relates to the male mysteries. A major part of the ritual will
involve building a permanent stone men's cairn at Raven’s Knoll. Why? Because that's
what men do. So bring a stone to the ritual with you - whether gathered from the front
fields or a stone from your own land - to help forge a connection between our own
homes and this sacred ground and our spiritual centres. (Staff Note: Raven’s Knoll is
mostly flat and sandy, with not many stones to be found. Please try to remember to
bring your own stone; stop at a highway rock cut on the way, purchase one at the Bonnechere Caves, whatever.)
Farewell Ritual / Ceremonie de adieus (Auz & MA and friends) All things must end.
As the joy of Kaleidoscope wanes for another year, join us in celebrating the closing of
Kaleidoscope 2010. At this ritual we will say farewell to our friends old and new, to our
Fest experiences, and to the unique community that we built for one week. But we will
also rejoice in the memories that will remain. Come join your energies at this multi-
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tradition ritual to bid farewell to each other, our ancestors, and our Goddesses and
Gods; until we meet again.

Concerts & Events

Concert: Devin Johnstone Devin Johnstone is a singer/songwriter (and 13-year KG
veteran) whose voice, words and rhythmic guitar have been entertaining and inspiring
for many years, both in pagan circles and beyond. He'll be rocking out a set of his latest
tunes from the recent EP release "Stand-in for the Victory" as well as some new material that will have you smiling, or crying, or both. His soul brother Ja Sonier will be
joining him onstage for bouts of musical mayhem.
Concert: Heather Dale Band Join us for an enchanted evening – truly a treat! Heather
Dale, known for her interpretations of ancient legends, her rich voice and evocative
recordings have earned her fans around the world. Heather & Ben combine elements
from Celtic folk, blues, jazz and world music... and excel at finding modern themes
within old material. KG’s very own Jason Sonier (Ja) is now part of the band. The kids
will love this – everyone will! (Staff Note: SCAdians dig them more than Germans love
David Hasselhof.)
Anklebiter Highland Games (Jordan the Tall & the Ferryman)
Gather ye wee lassies and ladies for a sporran full o’ fun at the
first ever Junior Highland Games. (Staff Note: Please remember that small children must be accompanied by a parent or
guardian. Parents who leave their children at the event will be
locked in a small room with the Ferryman telling stories, while
Jordan will feed your kids are large amounts of sugar and give
them a free puppy.)
Concert: Brendan Myers Although Brendan is famed as a Druid,
he is also a well-loved Bardic performer of many a tune; including
"Pan," "The Island," and any number of Pagan standards. He knows his
stuff, having written "A Pagan Testament: The Literary Heritage of the World's Oldest
New Religion." He plays guitar and uses his voice. Be prepared to sit reverently and/or
dance. Preferably both at once. (Staff Note: Make sure to ask him about his oath at KG
Thornhaven Sumbel last year.)
Bardic Circle: Children's Bardic (Hobbes and Doug ‘The Ferryman’ Thew) If you’re
a kid with a special talent that you want to show off, this is your chance to hog the spotlight. Hosted and judged by the KG Bards, the KG Kids Bardic is the place where kids
get to shine and entertain. The winner of the KG Kids Bardic gets to perform their piece
in the Adult Bardic on Saturday night!
Bards – Unleashed (Doug ‘The Ferryman’ Thew) The Bardic Competition has a time
limit for story telling, to ensure we all can get to bed/firepit before dawn. However,
many bards would love to tell their longer tales - or perhaps try out new ones. Newer
bards may not want to compete yet. So ... an evening of storytelling, without time limits,
MC'd by the Ferryman (so he doesn't monopolize the stage). Bring a chair, the kids and
prepare to be entertained! (Staff note: Beware the shenanigans.)
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various magical options: Pendulum, Crystal Ball, Wax N Water, Auric Readings, TT,
Dreams, Tarot, Psychometry, and more!
Tie Dye! Oh My! (Robyn Mulcahy) Tie dye for adults and kids alike! Robyn has been
collecting new and gently used tees for this purpose. Come one and come all (limit of
30 people!). Create something beautiful, unique and practical. Who couldn’t use another
tie dye? Materials Cost: $6 for the workshop, $2 if you bring your own material.
Wicca 701: The Road to a Free Spirituality (Gavin and Yvonne Frost) It is time that
those of you that have been practicing what amounts to fundamentalist Wicca to break
out of the mold. Here Gavin and Yvonne will use the pentagram as a memory aid to
take you further down the road to a free spirituality. Wicca has been beset by insular
thinking, wherein those people in X practice Y which is not according to Hoyle or
Gardner or whomever. They say "Get over it" and find a path that appeals to you and
satisfies your own intellect.
Green Path Circle (Jan Wright) We aren’t Wiccan or Druid or Heathen; nor are we
“Eclectic” because we do follow a specific path - a personal path that is shaped by direct interaction with the physical, natural world. We may call ourselves Green Witches
or Hedge Witches or Cunning Men or Herb Women. We may work with herbs, or
wood, or stone, or wool, or vegetables, or our local spirits. We walk the Green Path,
which is often a solitary one. If some of this describes you, come meet with others who
follow a hands-on pagan path that is intimately intertwined with the natural world. We
will discuss our experiences, explore the challenges that we face, and exchange ideas
and resources. Please bring a notebook and pen, something to sit on, and anything you’d
like to share!
Introduction to the Magic of the Ukulele (Thomas Dean) This interactive workshop
will focus on the playing of the instrument as well as some of
the 'lore' behind the ukulele. Musical ability is not required. If
you have a ukulele, please bring it for a special ‘ukulele
blessing’. Extra ukuleles will be present for people to share
or even to purchase.
Metal Magic (Helmut) Helmut’s extensive research and
experience as a blacksmith has taught him that when it
comes to metal, magic follows a predictable pattern of behavior linked to their physical state. In this workshop, Helmut
will describe how it works.
Yin-Yang, The Goddess and Man (Franco Minatel) For centuries there were no goddesses in popular culture in the western world. She met her demise with the rise of
monotheism. An omnipresent male deity ruled the land. Men were comfortable with
this, but what did this mean to the women? Now, with the resurgence of the Pagan religions, the Goddess has come back. In this discussion, we will be looking at the male perspective of worshiping the female power.
Design Your Own Pagan Prayer Beads (Bonnie Coursolle) Beads have been employed as instruments of prayer and meditation in most spiritual traditions for centuries.
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ally think of. Backsides are useful and should not be ignored,
even when they're d&d. (Staff note: Get your mind out of the
gutter!)
Eco Leadership Training Level 1 - A Spiritual Journey
(David Aubrey Berger) We are all spirits surrounded by a
particular social and political structure. We are all striving to
create effective personal and social change. Come and explore
your gifts for the planet, explore systems, methods and practices for thinking out-of-the-box. Using hands-on methods,
this training gives you tools to design programs, workshops,
and training that create lasting results and new solutions to old
problems. Learn how to identify your unique gift for the
planet, use ecological and environmental thought to create unique solutions, enhance
your ability to engage those with whom you work, and make sustainability reasonable.
Liturgical Icelandic for Norse Rites (Linda Demissy) The point of this workshop is to
learn stock phrases in Icelandic that can be used in any ritual, and be able to pronounce
them. Adding phrases in the language of your chosen culture not only adds to the atmosphere of the rite, it honors the Gods and Goddesses who are accustomed to being
addressed in that language. The extra effort put into speaking the strange tongue is an
offering. It also helps get out of your mundane headspace. It’s not exactly Old Norse,
but it’s very close to it. This short phrasebook was assembled with the help of Icelanders for greater accuracy, and though designed for ADF rite, should cover the needs of
most Asatrú rites. Printouts will be provided, but please bring a pen.
A Guided Discussion on Fate and Free Will (Paul Jagos) First we will examine Heathen concepts of “fate” such as wyrd and orlog, as well as the tendency of the Vikings
to choose their own path and create their own fortune. Next we will examine the concepts behind evolutionary psychology, neuroscience, neuroplasticity, and genetics, and
how some people interpret this as a sort of scientific form of “fate”. We’ll also look at
the similarities with the heathen concepts, and concepts from other religions (eg:
Karma, and anything else kind audience members would like to discuss!) Everything
will be described clearly in layman’s terms and will be easy for anyone to understand
and contribute to!
Advanced Tarot (Rising Phoenix) How to enter your tarot card and travel in the Kabbalistic tree of life. We will discuss four main themes. First, ritualistic protections before the reading. Second, prepping meditation. Third, entering the card and traveling in
the tree. Fourth, sharing your experiences. Participants are asked to bring their own
Tarot deck.
Psychic Development (Tamare White-Wolf) There are many forms of divination available to choose from. Each is like speaking a particular language. Which one “speaks” to
you? Once you take away all the hoopla, it’s easy to choose. Let me show and share the
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The Battle of Maigh Tuireadh: A Celtic Ritual Drama
(Dr. Brendan Myers) Every year around Lughnasad, the
Celtic Gods fight a battle against a race of monsters called
the Fomhoire. Let’s help them win again by re-dramatizing
the battle and the events leading up to it. The story of the
two Battles of Maigh Tuireadh are (in Brendan’s opinion)
about the nearest thing to an original Celtic creation myth as
we’re likely to get. These battles also took place around this
time of year – early August. Furthermore, if we don’t
dramatize our creation story on its anniversary, then our crops will fail. We can’t have
that now, can we? (Staff note: This event will be followed by the Barley Townswomen's
Guild reenactment of Pearl Harbor.)
Viking Magic Show (Paul Jagos) The only thing more fearsome than a Viking
(Editor’s note: other than a pirate) is a Viking who does magic. Paul Jagos will treat you
to a prestidigitorial performance that is at once hard hitting and mystifying, humorous
and lighthearted. Paul warns all there will be blatant acts of trickery and deception minds will be read, silverware will be deformed, and lucky volunteers from the audience will witness sponge bunnies commit unspeakable acts in
their very hands.
Steampunk Cocktail Gala (Ottawa Steampunk Society) Lace
up your corsets, don your frock coats and toppers, and hop
aboard your steam-powered airship. This year the Ottawa
Steampunk Society brings Victorian flair and techno fantasy to
the annual KG Friday night potluck party. Steampunk is the
love of Victorian science fiction for example H.G. Wells, Jules
Vern and Arthur Conan Doyle, to name but a few. It is the love of the Victorian aesthetic. Things beautifully made, not just functional. It is a sense of adventure and exploration. So bring your favourite beverage and your finest attire. As always, dressing up is
welcome but not mandatory.
Concert: Eric Mandala & The Tribe Eric Mandala is the band leader of "Mandala
World Music" an international ethnic fusion world music group with people from all
around the world. He uses traditional influences of music and art to create new and dynamic original material. He has traveled around the world collaborating with over 100
artists under the name Mandala. Eric Mandala has produced and recorded 8 Albums in
North America, Africa, and Asia. When performing and recording he uses live loops
and over 100 ethnic and modern instruments from around the world. He sings in Universal Language mixing ancient tongues and ethnic styles of vocals with modern sound
scat poetry. (Staff Note: Eric was born in Canada and now lives in Japan. So he is like
Shibatan's Doppelganger!)
Mead Tasting & Judging (Jordan the Tall) Do you make your own mead? If so, drop
off a bottle or two to Jordan before the competition to have it entered. Experienced
mead tasters will judge the meads and the winner will be announced at the Bardic competition Saturday night. Bragging rights can be yours! All those in attendance must be
over 19. (Staff note: Please do not attempt to seek assistance from staff during this
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event. We’ll be… um… busy. Yeah.)
Live Steel Swordplay Demo (Logan Blackwolf) Short live steel swordplay demonstration for entertainment.
Loki’s Ozark Games (Shane ‘Loki’ Hultquist)
Git ‘er dun! It’s the annual gathering of the clans… the pagan
trailer park clans that is. Come join the hootenanny as we compete to see who’s the best durn pickup-drivin’, cowboy-hat and
plaid wearin’, bootleggin’ son of a gun at KG. Just don’t use
the “R” word.
Concert: Celtic Harp (Castalia) Enjoy a calm, serene and nature-infused Celtic experience. Surrounded by nature, serenaded by Castalia's magic harp - get away from the bustle of the
festival and escape to quiet places, in mind, body and spirit.
The Colonel’s Annual KG Charity Auction (Col. Fraser Williamson) An important
part of Fest is giving back to the community that nurtures us. One of the ways we do
that is through the annual charity auction. This year we support the Eganville & District
Community Food Bank. Many great items have already been donated by Fargo's Auction Service, and vendors, artists and community members are invited to donate their
wares and services as well. If you want to bid in the auction you must register and get a
bidder number. Registration and preview of items begins 1 hour before the auction. To
donate items please see the Colonel on Saturday or Sunday morning or leave items at
Registration. And the Colonel needs your help! Volunteers are needed to help run the
auction. Find the Colonel or go to registration to volunteer.
Concert: Brandy ‘N’ Port It’s time tae get yon kilts a-flyin’ and wee drams a-pourin’!
On Sunday night, Ottawa Celtic rockers Brandy ‘N’ Port will get Raven’s Knoll jigging
and reeling with their high-energy Irish and East Coast tunes. (Staff note: This concert
may attract pirates. Be sure to bring nautical repellant.)
Things That Go Bump In The Night (Rikki LaCoste) Come and join us around the
fire for an evening of ghost stories that will make your skin crawl. Share your stories of
the supernatural, the bizarre and the mystifying, or just sit and listen. Tell and hear of
local legends, hauntings, divine visitations, personal accounts, baffling mysteries, and
terrifying experiences, and the like. Share such tales with us as we huddle quietly
around the primordial fire, as long as they

are ... true? Bring a blanket, as
there will be shivers ... and
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SEX. In this lecture style workshop Golden Apples will be uncovering what sex is, who
is having it during the ancient Greek times and what it meant to them. In this discussion
gender plays a big role so we will, of course, deconstruct what gender is. Deconstructing gender and how it plays out within the context of sex with the ancient Greeks is fun!
The nature of this discussion has adult content and is not a discussion that small children should participate in; 18 years and older, please. (Staff note: Again, Bards count as
small children and should not be allowed near this workshop lest they get over-excited.)
Polyamoury Discussion (Lynn and Laszlo) A discussion of polyamoury from those who have lived it. Feel free to come by to listen,
participate in the conversation or ask questions.
Modern Heathen Tribalism (Erik Lacharity) This workshop will
focus on the tribalistic merits of Heathenry (of which Ásatrú is a
part) and the inter-relationships between the members of the tribe
and with the outside world (non-tribe folk). Erik will elaborate on
the importance of "honourable bonds of worth", such as oathmaking. He will touch on why luck is the life-blood of the folk, the
importance of scyld (restitution for broken bonds), and why honour is the only path to greater renown. He will also explain and
demonstrate how a Heathen tribalist approaches the holy powers and how luck is gained
from the honouring of them through the rites of blót and symbel.
Northern Italian Folklore (Franco Minatel) Although Italy can fit within the borders
of Ontario, the people of this nation are very diverse. The north eastern part of this
country borders Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia and Croatia. The city of Venice was for
centuries the major port town for the western world, thus bringing diversity to a small
city. We will explore some the folklore of the region.
Circus Jam (Cara Sloat) Come hula hoopers, come jugglers, come unicyclists and stilt
walkers! Come spinners of poi, staff, ribbons, rope-darts and swords, dancers, tumblers,
climbers of silks and all performers of wonders! This informal jam is Bring Your Own
Tools - create a community learning and sharing space by bringing a toy or tool to
share. This is a chance to share skills and practice with like-minded friends, or practice
the skills you've learned in another workshop.
Building a Personal Divination System (Juniper Cox) This workshop will inspire and
empower you to create a divination system of your own through collecting various bits
and pieces that have special significance to you. You don’t need to use an ancient and
half-forgotten system. You can create something as simple or complex as you want,
using sacred symbolism, magickal correspondences, stones, bones, found items, or
pieces of wood, or anything else that works, as well as your own personal meanings.
We will look at different types of divination systems, gathering items, finding their
meaning, making sure they cast well, and using the collection to allow your spirits (or
gods etc) to speak to you. Juniper will do at least one reading for a participant and show
off her own set as an example.
Chakras Back to Front (Gina Ellis) Participatory (down & dirty) workshop, for a fully
-rounded set o' chakras. Chakras have a backside as well as the shiny frontside we usu-
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Tarot in Ten Minutes (Gina Ellis) Tarot is an occult art. But that does not mean studying it has to be occult, too. Many tarot books and teachers make tarot reading seem
complex. They don’t let you in on the actual ‘secret behind the veil’ because they obfuscate with frills, bells and whistles (Renumber the Trumps! Complex Systems! Pretty
Pictures!). Gina will help you cut through the B.S. to clear out the tarot clutter to help
you access the tarot's own timeless realm.
Introduction to Celtic Shamanism (Meri Fowler) The word “shaman” has become a
buzzword, but it was not used in Celtic countries. The core beliefs of Celtic tradition are
based upon an animistic understanding, that is: everything is alive and has a soul. The
Celts believed that Otherworlds interpenetrate the mortal realms in all departments of
life, and that spirits, faeries, ancestors, and deities associate regularly with humans.
Omens of the elements, plants, animals and people can give premonitions of outcomes.
The Celtic people had a predominately Shamanic culture. This workshop will introduce
the basics of Celtic Shamanism. (Staff note: The Vikings have investigated long and
hard and it turns out that the Celtic term “bheghinghadhbally” is actually pronounced
“SHA-man”.)
Shaman Spiritualists (Tamare White-Wolf) Many believe a Shaman Spiritualist is
similar to a Medicine Person. Others have noticed similarities with the High Priestess.
Yet there are some key differences which we will learn about and discuss. Do you have
what it takes to be a Shaman Spirtualist? What cultures can be drawn from to learn
more about this tradition? Where do I find Shamanic teachers and/or healers? What
does a Shaman Spiritualist actually do to effect healing? What tools, knowledge, and
methods are required? Join Tamare for an open discussion on the subject! If time permits we may put some of these methods into practice!
Achieving Serenity: Ancient Spiritual Practices for Modern Pagans (Michel &
Pamela Daw) What really matters? What can make us truly happy? Is there an Art of
Living? In this presentation, we will look at how the ancient Stoics answered these important questions. We will discuss how the Stoics determined what really mattered in life, and how this ties into
why we are here. We introduce participants to the importance of virtues to the Stoics, and discuss what the good life
is really all about. Finally we will provide direction on using ancient spiritual exercises, practices of reflection, connection and engagement, improving the for implementing
Stoic Serenity in our everyday lives.

Note from the editor:
Page 13 was raided by Vikings
and the content was pillaged.
The adjectives were burned,
the verbs were plundered,
and the nouns were
carried off and sold as slaves
to a Walmart flyer.
It was horrible.

Basic Drumming (Dr. Brendan Myers & Ja Sonier) This is
a beginner’s workshop for anyone who wishes to drum. No
experience is required. We will learn basic hand techniques,
fundamentals for starting a drum circle and basic rhythms.
We will also go over basic drum circle etiquette.
Sex and Gender in the Helens (Belinda Fillier aka Golden
Apples) Yes, it has been stated, and will be stated again.
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drum.

Workshops
Daily Drum Making (Raun Dupuis and Treefrog Percussion ) Raun
will be offering daily drum making workshops where you can make
your own drum! He is offering three kinds of drums this year including
11" and 12" Sonotube frame drums, 13 sided - 15" cedar frame drums, and
his redesigned Squongas. Raun will also do minor repairs and drum head
tightening for a reasonable fee. Meet Raun anytime in the afternoon at his
vending site. Cost is $40 - $140 for all materials and construction supplies, depending on the type of drum.

Jotun Worship & Spirit Work (Linda Demissy) How does one practice spirit work in
the Northern Tradition? Through learning ancient crafts, runes, speaking with spirits,
gaining spirit allies and spirit songs, devotions to the Gods, trance-possession, pathwalking and basically the same way one does in any other shamanic culture. Like the
tribal shaman, a spiritworker is someone you can call to for help when it is needed, as
well as to lead group worship rites as priest/ess. If the Aesir are the gods of civilization
and the Vanir of agricultural societies, then Jotuns (Giants) are the gods of shamanic
hunter-gatherer societies that came before. The Northern Tradition is a path of service,
service to the Gods first, and then to the people. There will be an offering plate, should
you wish to bring food for one of the Jotun Gods. Come discover how we do things, and
please bring a pen.

Clairvoyance (Jason Guy Bernard, a.k.a. Lokigui of Sun Tarot Montreal ) Clairvoyance: The what and the how of extra-sensory perception, as well as an interactive
method of doing so. (Staff note: No need to sign up. He knows you will be
attending anyway.)

Psychic Abilities (James McKever) Are you psychic? Do you possess psychic abilities? Would you like to be psychic? In this lecture-type
workshop, psychic abilities will be explained, some will be demonstrated, and participants will have the opportunity to experience their
psychic skills. You will find out if you are indeed psychic! Participants
are asked to bring their own Tarot deck.

Coffee 101 (Leo the Coffee Guy) Learn some of the history of coffee, and (most importantly) how to brew a quality cup from any coffee available. Those with a sense of adventure can taste a selection of
rare coffees after the workshop. (Staff note: We take no responsibility
you can’t sleep for two days after this workshop)

Adult Bardic Workshop (Hobbes and Doug ‘The Ferryman’ Thew) Hosted by
Bards Hobbes and Doug, you will learn how to take the stage in the Adult Bardic on
Saturday night. Hobbes and Doug will share their tips and tricks to help you with voice
projection, presence, and body language. If you are planning on performing in the main
Bardic or any of the other bardic stages during KG, you should take his class!
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Ritual Writing 101 (Christine O'Connor) If you have ever felt overwhelmed when
asked to put together a ritual for a group large or small, or a special occasion, or a sabbat or an esbat, then this is the workshop for you. If you have never actually written a
ritual, this is the place to start. Christine will be presenting a simple formula and tips for
creating rituals for individuals, small groups or large.
Speaking Spells in Ancient Tongues (Linda Demissy ) Learn how to pronounce and
perform a charm against magical attacks in Anglo-Saxon, an injury healing charm in
Old High German (with results from trying it), and a song for reversing botched spells
and madness in Icelandic. There is power in old spells, and the alliteration that makes
them work just doesn't survive translation, nor do the puns and cunning use of double
meanings. Power is never free, and the effort to learn them is part of that price, to connect to the tradition that fuelled them. There will also be a demonstration in the use of
the Viking style drop spindle to spin yarn, in conjunction with one of the spells. Printouts provided, but please bring a pen.
Trans 101 or How to make your group more friendly for trans people (Reyl) An
explanation of general terms trans people use to identify themselves, how to respect
trans identities, and what trans people attending your rituals means for you. This workshop is an open conversation for people interested in learning more about trans people
within the community, and the issues they may have in gendered traditions.
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Plant Spirit Walk (Janice Canning) We will gather at the Birch Grove. There we will
explore the area and discover what stories plants may tell. The medicinal lore as well as
some of the traditional magical use will emerge from this experience.
Wicca 501: Power Raising and Circle Dancing (Gavin and Yvonne Frost) Psychic
healing can be one of the most rewarding priorities any coven can pursue. This workshop starts with the basics of personal polarity. It shows how you can add to your repertoire effective methods of storing, tuning, and sending power. Learn to understand traditional tables of correspondences and to construct a new one fine-tuned to fit you best for
the group you work with. Gavin and Yvonne will examine construction and use of stone
god-esses, why the dawn sign is usually not used, and how to include many other techniques like HEDE that will lead to an improvement in your success rate. They will demonstrate the Wiccan shuffle and the Gardnerian grapevine, and move on to the more
complex steps of a Celtic round dance. If you brought shoes without a tread, wear them;
if not, be ready to dance barefoot or in your socks.
Group Member or Solitaire: The Upsides and the Downsides (Castalia) People who
wish to develop their skills and their experience of connection with the divine may join
groups or study alone. In this seminar we will examine the advantages and disadvantage
of studying or practicing with different types of magical groups, as well as the benefits
and difficulties of studying from books or online courses. Participants will have the opportunity to discuss their own experiences and ask questions.
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The Celtic Ukulele: Honouring Nature Spirits through Song (Thomas Dean) This is
an interactive workshop to show how simple it is to sing to - and with - Nature using the
marvelous and magical ukulele. Musical ability is not required. If you have a ukulele,
please bring it for a special ‘ukulele blessing’. Extra ukuleles will be present for people
to share or even to purchase.
The God-ess Barrier and Delusion in an M-Theory World (Gavin and Yvonne
Frost) In this workship Gavin and Yvonne will examine the first cause, sometimes
called the prime mover, and try to evaluate various concepts of the Ultimate Deity. This
lecture/workshop will look at the expanding-universe theory and propose an alternative.
Assuming the big bang happened, what was before that event? Is there something basically wrong with M theory? How many experimental universes existed before this one,
where the six numbers were different?
Fire Pit Drumming (Dr. Brendan Myers & Jason Sonier) Most every night pagans
gather around the fire for dancing and drumming. If you’re new to pagan firepit drumming, come and learn a few basic tips. This workshop will emphasize drumming for the
benefit of dancers. We’ll talk briefly about drum pit etiquette, the role of drum callers
and marshals, and other ways to help keep everyone on the same beat. And we’ll spend
most of the time learning a few common rhythms that dancers can dance to. Bring your
djembes, doumbecs, bodhrans, rattles and shakers. Drummers of
every skill level welcome! (Staff note: More cowbell!) (Additional
staff note: Not really, the Bards wrote that.)
Intermediate Energy Workshop (Rick Dhur and Marie Douville)
Now that you’ve learned the basics, let’s stretch your abilities a
little. The workshop on Basic Grounding and Shielding is a prerequisite.
The Green Man (David Springer) In modern Wicca, the Green Man is often seen as an
aspect of the Horned God, especially in his Celtic Cernunnos form. Yet is he really an
ancient Celtic figure or a Medieval Christian one? We’ll be looking at some of the controversies surrounding his presumed nature and origins as well as his specifically Wiccan Mysteries of Dying and Rebirth.
Basic Introduction to the Sword (George Bailey, assisted by Mike Dunitz) This workshop is for anyone who has ever been curious about sword handling but was afraid to
ask. We will discuss the sword and its parts, basic handling techniques, and philosophy.
Participants are asked to bring some kind of practice sword or waster. The emphasis is
on a “practice” sword! A suitable length of broom handle, or a hockey stick, will suffice. There may be a few extras available for participants to borrow, and George may
have a few to sell. (Staff note: Medics. Bards. Again.)
Frame Drum Making Ceremony (David Aubrey Berger M.E.S.) From time immemorial, people have made drums as sacred tools. Explore simple rhythms and experience a
guided drum journey. Bring your heart and spirit together within a drum-making journey. Participants will make their own frame drum and stick, also learn some basics of
how to drum. The empowerment of this process brings together your inner strength and
peace. Complete the process by painting your drum. Materials Cost: $50.00 for a 12”
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AA/NA Meeting (The Friends of Bill W) Some people have a difficult time with the
well of Dionysus, gold of Aegir’s Cauldron, Kvasir’s Blood, or the products of Faeries
Wings. If that describes you, then you are welcome to hang out with us for some positive support, on-site temporary sponsorship, or simply to get some things off your chest.
You’re not alone. We ask attendees to maintain the trust and anonymity of other participants. Come together and find support for your path in life from a community of sober,
magic loving people. There will be a meeting set up on Wednesday and Friday. Guests
are welcome to add additional times that can be added to the white boards.
ADF Druidry (Daniel Lamarche) Here we will discuss the flavour, purpose and organization of the Ar nDraiocht Fein (ADF). Do I have to be a Celt? Are all Druids on this
path? Why would a Druid choose the ADF? (Staff note: Lady Pamilla would like two
scoops of strawberry-flavoured druid delivered to her tent; must be wearing pants.)
Progressive Reincarnation (Gavin and Yvonne Frost) This lecture offers an answer to
the age-old questions associated with: Why are we here? Here Gavin and Yvonne distinguish between progressive reincarnation and transmigration. They will look at the
important step where change of gender occurs and will jointly fantasize on steps above
the human earth-plane level. What is the relationship between: (a) the spirits of the living cells of your body and (b) your spirit?
Slavic and Floral Celtic Headwreath-Making (Dot Iskra Wasilewski) Dot Iskra and
members of Magic Forest Arts and Crafts Collective will teach you how to create your
own ritual floral headwreath from a Slavic and Celtic Pagan perspective. Learn the origins and the deities associated with the tradition of floral-wreath making. Learn how
and why this tradition is associated with Slavic weddings, and Celtic Beltaine celebrations. Participants will make a floral headwreath. $20 donation for materials is requested
Boffo Sword Creation (Hobbes) Learn how to make your own
boffo sword from PVC piping, insulation foam, and duct tape.
These are the weapons used the in warrior circle events that
have been so popular in the past few years. Pre-registration required and there is a $5 fee per person. (Staff note: Medics will
be on hand for any Bards who manage to stab themselves with a
foam weapon.)
Basic Sword Fighting for Kids (Janica) Come one, come all (well, those old enough to
wield a sword but not over 14 ...) and learn how to wield a sword with great effect,
while avoiding getting hurt or hurting others. Please bring your own foam or wood
swords - or boffos. Only those with experience should be using wood swords, please.
Don't forget, Hobbes is holding a "Make your own boffo" workshop just before this
workshop.
Celtic Cosmology (Scarlet Cougar) Explore the symbology of the triskele and how the
sacredness of the number three is reflected in elements, colors, deities and the understanding of the world to the pre-Christian Celts.
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Festing 101 (Teresa Bowden aka Redhawk) It’s exciting to be surrounded by all these
accepting people and the crisp magic in the air that can make anyone heady with glee.
Come and learn some basic etiquette of festing and some tips and secrets for making
your fest even more relaxing. Learn what neat little items to pack for next year that will
make your life even better at fest. Great for newcomers and veterans alike. (Staff note:
If you are lucky, the ‘Thigh Fire Banishing Spell’ may be taught.)

This is a lecture style workshop for those that are interested in how Ancient Greek
women lived and how they were valued in a time in history where women’s rights appear to be neglected. From goddesses to prostitutes; we will look at the many forums of
female representation and their importance to the community.

Rune'd Leather (Gregory the Leathersmith) Come making a set of runes out of leather
and a pouch to carry them in. For all skill levels; even kids can do it. Workshop fee of
$25 for materials.

Yoga and Magick (Castalia) Magick has often been called the Yoga of the West. We
will examine why this is so. The physical, mental and spiritual practices that lead to
altered states of consciousness and perception have much in common, whether one be
practicing a form of Western Magick, or World Shamanism, or one or more of the many
limbs of Yoga. Exoteric religion, whether it be neo-pagan or one of the monotheisms,
sometimes neglect physical, mental and spiritual yogic/shamanic/magickal practices and
exercises. Here we will discuss the exercises which you may know, or which you may
wish to learn more about. (Staff note: Medics will be on hand for any Bards who…
well, you get the idea.)

Chant Circle (Kat ‘Pirate Queen’ Summerbell) Come to learn some new pagan chants
and songs, and pass on the old ones. We'll go around the circle, and each in turn can
share a favourite or new chant, request the tune to one out of the songbooks, or perhaps
spontaneously invent a chant on a requested topic. Bring songbooks if you have them,
and paper to take notes. (Staff warning: Presenter may suddenly break into sea shanties.)

Aura Cleansing (Scarlet Cougar) As we move through life and struggle with
the daily events, our aura can sometimes become cluttered and cloudy,
making us feel heavy and drained. Learn how to cleanse someone's aura
as Scarlet learned it from her Louisiana teacher. This is a traditional
hoodoo aura sweeping workshop that involves a practicum with those
participating.

Basic Grounding, Centering, and Shielding (Rick Dhur and Marie Douville) The
basics of how to handle magickal energies. Recommended for first-time fest goers.

Hands on Healing (James McKever) Hands on Healing is the ancient art of
healing by the laying on of hands. Healing can be achieved through manipulating a person’s aura and transferring healing energy. In this workshop you will learn how to detect a person’s aura, and experience how illness affects it. The transfer of healing energy
will be explained, and demonstrated.

Fire Building for Kids (Kim the (former) Firekeeper) Kim, Queen of the Fires for
years (now a flying monkey) will instruct kids and youths 9 to 14 on fire building and
safety. Adults are welcome to observe and get a refresher themselves.

French Ritual Planning (Ghislaine Yergeau, Lucie DuFresne &
Alex DelBusso) A workshop on doing rituals in French (workshop
will be conducted en Français). This is an opportunity for anyone
to help work out good ways of saying and translating our liturgy.
We will bring various lexicons, word lists and texts that we have
found, written or translated for general discussion and correction.
Come and have a say on how things will sound! This is also an
opportunity for those who would like to participate in the French
language ritual to help plan the ritual.
The Root of Tarot (Tamare White-Wolf) Follow the Vine of the Pagan Priest Jesus and
Priestess Mary Magdelene. Touchy subject? Maybe for some, but once you understand
the Tarot from this perspective, your view of this wonderful ancient occult art of divination and the connection of these ancient leaders will never be the same!
Banishing Rituals (Rikki LaCoste) Back by popular demand! A Banishing Ritual is the
primary and most essential ritual to prelude and conclude all other ritual and ceremony.
This workshop will illustrate and take you through a comprehensive understanding of
the components and functions of such an important and essential ritual. Rikki will demystify the ritual, describe its components, and illustrate various Banishings such as the
Qabalistic LBRP, The Nameless Banishing, the ancient Greek Star Ruby, and a short
but mighty Norse Banishing that feels kind of like an ethereal hammer blow!

Patakin: Drum tales from around the world (Rikki LaCoste) Patakín, pronounced
pah-tah-KEEN, is an Afro-Cuban word meaning “story” or “legend.” Ancient stories in
which the drum plays a prominent role are more common than most people realize.
Every culture has a drum tradition. Bring your drums and other instruments and experience the myths and legends from cultures around the world, and learn and play the traditional rhythms from the individual cultures from which the tales come.
ADF: Our Druidry (Julie Desrosiers) The principles, values and magic of ADF druidry
Ar nDraiocht Fein (or ADF) means “Our Own Druidry” in Irish Gaelic. It is an independent tradition of neopagan druidry, founded in the United States, with groves
throughout the US, Canada and Europe. In this workshop, we will look at the founding
principles of ADF druidry, the differences and similarities with other traditions, and
speak more in depth about ADF liturgy, the ritual structure and the magic that moves
behind it. All are welcome!
Poi-Making and Beginner's Poi Spinning (Cara Sloat) Poi is a traditional Māori performance art, and part of the current circus performance art movement. Come flex your
circus muscles and learn a trick or two! Ways to make or purchase poi will be discussed, and we will make sock poi to take home. Spinning basics will be taught, and
you will take away tricks to work on, or impress your campmates.

Being a “Newbie” (Castalia) Whether you are new to paganism or just new to partici-
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Workshops con’ t
(Continued from page 17)

Song Circle (Castalia) Learn new songs, introduce your own, practice singing with others, learn new chants and share your favourites. Singing together is a way to have fun
and also a way to empower ritual energy. Optional purchase of photocopies lyric books
or sheets at 10 cents per side.
Steampunk 101 (Countessa Lenora and The Mechanic) The dirigibles
have landed, the nautilus has docked, the steam-cars have
parked, and the baby kraken are being fed their tea and
crumpets. Excellent! We are set to learn about Steampunk;
its literature, art, fashion, and invention. Steampunk is
everywhere, or should be. But, what is it? Countessa
Lenora and The Mechanic elucidate some of the mystery
and answer your questions from their position of Victorian bedecked certitude.
Archery (Helmut) It’s amazing how some wood, string, feathers, and (since it’s the 21st century now) fiberglass can be so
dangerous at 100 paces away! Join Helmut the Many-Talented
Blacksmith for some target shooting and perhaps a little friendly
competition. Everyone must come entirely sober, ready to take
responsibility for safety of those around them at the event. (Staff
Note: All children—participants or spectators—must be accompanied by an adult.) (Additional staff note: Bards must also be accompanied by an adult.)
Intro to Slavic Paganism Discussion/Workshop (Dot Iskra Wasilewski) This presentation will introduce you to Slavic Paganism from a Polish Pagan perspective, which
has been increasing in popularity in the past ten years. We’ll explore the symbols, gods,
goddesses, and spirits in Polish Paganism. This workshop will be of particular interest
to those of Slavic heritage. A list of important websites and on-line links for Slavic Paganism will be provided. If you’re lucky, we’ll also explore the spiritual significance of
vodka! Materials Cost: $1 fee to cover photocopying expenses.
Tarot and Elemental Magick (Jason Guy Bernard, a.k.a. Lokigui of Sun Tarot Montreal) A Tarot reading can be viewed as traditional fortune telling or as a way to tap into
the magick that we all share. It is also a complete system of Magick as Wands are Air,
Swords are Fire, Cups are Water and Pentacles are Earth. The Major Arcana cards are
Spirit. When all the five elements are represented the circle can be cast, and intention
and desire do the rest. A tarot Deck can be used as a portable altar. It is at our altars that
the works Magickal can be done. This workshop will cover these Tarot basics. Lokigui
will feature the Rider-Waite deck.
The Importance of Women in Ancient Greece (Belinda Fillier aka Golden Apples)
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pating in the larger community, this workshop will provide valuable information and
insight. We will examine ways in which people are attracted to paganism or magic and
how they become part of a community. We will explore examples of challenges, delights, and advice from a range of pagans. Participants can discuss their own experiences and questions, and listen to the experiences others are having or have had in entering both the online and the in-person world of paganism.
Bringing the Craft into Your Arts & Crafts (Ottawa Witch & Stitch
Circle) Learn how to incorporate magickal intent into your handicrafts by contributing to a charity project: making dog blankets
for the Animal Rescue and Fostering efforts in Ottawa. You’ll
learn how to work will and intent into your handiwork. Team members will guide “newbies” in basic knitting, crochet, and embroidery techniques. We
will also discuss tips on starting a Mindful Crafting Circle of your own. People of all
skill levels are welcome, but this workshop may be a little too advanced for children
under ten. (Staff note: Bards count as children under ten.)
Defining Spirituality (Gavin and Yvonne Frost) To define spirituality Gavin and
Yvonne will first attempt to define spirit, by looking at phenomena usually attributed to
spirit and then deciding whether or not spirits are always a positive force. What is the
relationship between a ghost and the power we raise in a healing? What do we mean
when we say “X is a spiritual person”? Do we really have free will? What part do
“Morality” and “Ethics” have in defining your spirituality?
Instruction for Stage Fighting (Logan Blackwolf) Logan is a 20 year veteran of film,
television, theatre, horse riding and sword play. Up to 12 people at a time in pairs may
participate. (Staff note: Medics will be on hand for any Bards who manage to stab themselves with a fake prop sword. Bards who fall out of trees are on their own.)
Simple Shrine Construction (Dan Henderson) At this workshop simple shrine construction and maintenance will be discussed and then demonstrated practically through a
simple ritual to consecrate a shrine to the spirits of the land around Raven's Knoll. (Staff
note: You do not need to be a Shriner to attend. Although the little cars could come in
useful.)
Children’s Bardic Workshop (Hobbes and Doug ‘The Ferryman’ Thew) Bards
Hobbes and the Ferryman will teach the kids the basic of performing in a Bardic, including voice projection, stance, presence, and body language. The workshop includes a
brief history of Bardic Arts and what roles Bards play in our society. (Staff note: We
take no responsibility for the results of exposing your children to Hobbes and the Ferryman.)
Foil Cooking (Teresa Bowden aka Redhawk) Foil Cooking is the amazing full course
meal in a wrapper, with no mess to clean up after dinner. In this workshop you will
learn how to make a complete simple meal that can be tossed into the fire for 15-20
minutes then pulled back out and enjoyed. With little fuss or mess this meal will taste
divine. Please bring a small cutting knife and surface to cut on if possible. To allow for
everyone to enjoy we will be making a vegetarian side dish.
(Continued on page 28)
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Friday

Schedule

10:00-11:30

Children’s Warrior Circle

Beach Field

10:00-11:00

Storytelling with Celtic Superheroes and Heroines as
we craft our puppets to tell the stories. Celtic knotwork with cords.

Rookery

11:00-12:00

Continue costume work, practice stories and songs.

Rookery

2:00-3:00

Poi Making

Beach Field

3:30

Viking Magic Show

Stage

Evening

Twilight Tales

Hearth Fire

10:00

Finish off Warrior Puppets and Costumes. New arrivals start and others will augment with jewelry.

Rookery

11:00-12:00

Celtic Choir and Story Practice

Stage

Before bardic

Circus jam

Beach

8:30

Bardic Main Event

Hearth Fire

11:00-11:30

Prepare for “Pagan Choir and Celtic Cabaret”

Stage

12:00

SHOWTIME! Pagan Choir and Celtic Cabaret

Stage

1:00

Take all crafts home and help with clean up, please!

Rookery

2:00

Tye Dye Workshop

Rookery Grove

5:00

Vampires & Werewolves

Standing Stone

9:30

Things That Go Bump

Hearth Fire

Wednesday, July 28
Stage

Rookery

Rookery
Grove

Beach Field (day)
Bardic Fire (night)

10:00
11:30
1:00

Opening Ritual
Siesta / Lunch

2:00

Ritual 101

3:30

Progressive
Reincarnation

5:00

6:00
7:00

8:00
Evening

Boffo Sword
Making

Saturday

Dinner / Break
Concert: Devin
Johnstone
Concert:
Heather Dale
Chant Circle

Thursday, July 29
Stage

Rookery

10:00

French Ritual
Planning

11:30

Bringing Craft
into Arts/Crafts

Rookery
Grove

Beach Field

Being a Newbie

Anklebiter Highland
Games

1:00

Siesta / Lunch

Pagan Choir and
Celtic Cabaret practice

2:00

Concert: Brendan
Myers

Simple Shrine
Construction

3:30

Children’s Bardic
Workshop

Song Circle

5:00

Children’s Bardic

6:00

Dinner Break

7:30

Play: The Battle

8:30

Bards Unleashed

GLBT Dance
Ritual Planning

Sunday

Evening
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Kids’ Programing
This year , KG has THREE “Lauries” … although one is also known as Rikki LaCoste,
which means we have an Artist, Artist/Actress and Actor/Muscian combination who all
see the creative spirit in our Pagan children and want to fan that flame! In “Quickening”
we are looking for the seed of creativity to blossom into a performance on Sunday at
noon! All children’s programming, unless otherwise marked, is held in the back of the
Rookery. The entrance is through the side door only, please. Children’s programming
opens at 10 :00 a.m.

Wednesday
10:00 -12:00

Meet & greet, personal campsite pennants, tour of
site. Other crafts also available

Rookery

1:00-2:00

Pine cone Jocks, frogs, elf houses and henges; Dragonfly decorations

Rookery

2:00

Basic Sword Fighting for Kids

Beach

5:00

Make your own boffo weapon

Rookery

5:00

Fire Building for Kids

Hearth Fire

After concert

Twighlight Tales

Hearth Fire

Thursday
10:00-11:00

Continue name tags and pennants for new arrivals.
Storytelling and songs to prepare for show.

Rookery

11:00-12:00

Make Celtic Superheroes and Heroines, craft head
Rookery
wreaths and your own Celtic-style jewelry and Celtic
Superhero costumes.

Stuff that happens every day:
9:30-ish a.m.
Before Breakfast Banishings @ Rookery Grove
1:00 p.m. on
Drum Making @ Diagon Alley
9:30-ish p.m.
Drum Circle & Dancing @ Drumming Fire Pit
9:30-ish p.m.
Quiet conversation, roasting marshmallows @ Hearth Fire Pit
9:30-ish p.m.
Youth hang out @ Youth Fire Pit

Gnome Home

Birch Grove

Standing
Stone

Other locations

Trans 101

Clairvoyance

Ancient
Tongues

Coffee 101
@ Diagon Alley

Two Spirit

AA/NA Meeting

ADF Druidry

Slavic Wreath Making
@ Diagon Alley

Festing 101

Celtic
Cosmology

Rune’d Leather
@ Diagon Alley

Kid’s
Program
Meet & greet,
tour and crafts
Until noon
Crafts
Sword Fighting
for Kids @Beach

Fire Building
for Kids
@Hearth Fire

Twilight Tales
@ Hearth Fire

Gnome Home

Birch Grove

Standing Stone

Other locations

Basic Grounding
& Shielding

Men’s Warrior
Circle

Root of Tarot

Archery @
Crop Circle

Kid’s Program

Banishing Rituals

1:00-2:00

Practice of “Pagan Choir and Celtic Cabaret”

Rookery Grove

2:00-3:00

Basic Sword Fighting for Kids

Beach Field

3:30

Children’s Bardic Workshop

Stage

5:00

Event: Children’s Bardic

Stage

Evening

Twilight Tales

Hearth Fire
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Intro to Stage
Fighting

Defining
Spirituality
Steam Punk 101

Foil Cooking @
Hearth Fire
Slavic Paganism
@ Diagon Alley

Twilight Tales
@ Hearth Fire
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Stuff that happens every day:
9:30-ish a.m.
Before Breakfast Banishings @ Rookery Grove
1:00 p.m. on
Drum Making @ Diagon Alley
9:30-ish p.m.
Drum Circle & Dancing @ Drumming Fire Pit
9:30-ish p.m.
Quiet conversation, roasting marshmallows @ Hearth Fire Pit
9:30-ish p.m.
Youth hang out @ Youth Fire Pit
9:30-ish p.m.
Bards Tell Tales @ Bardic Fire Pit

Schedule
Friday, July 30
Stage

Rookery

10:00
11:00

Rookery
Grove

Beach Field

Yoga & Magick

Children’s
Warrior Circle

Choir and Celtic
Cabaret practice

1:00

Siesta /Lunch

2:00

Celtic Ukelele

God-ess Barrier
and Delusion

3:30

Viking Magic Show

Intro to Celtic
Shamanism

7:00

Mixed Warrior Circle

Eco-Leadership

Other locations

Kid’s Program

Poi Making

5:00
Steampunk Gala /
Stag King Crowning

6:00

Standing Stone

Women’s Ritual

Hands on Healing

11:30

Birch Grove

Men’s Ritual

Wicca 701

Concert: Celtic Harp

Yin-Yang
Vampires &
Werewolves

Concert: Eric
Mandala & the Tribe

9:00

Saturday, July 31
Stage

Things That Go Bump
@Hearth Fire

Rookery

Rookery
Grove

Beach Field

Frame Drum
Making

Psychic Abilities

Basic Intro to
Sword Fighting

Gnome Home

Wicca 501

Live Steel Demo

Talk to the Trees

Magical
Monogamy

Main Ritual

Three Ways to Relate to
the Environment

Palmistry

8:30
10:00
11:30

Adult Bardic
Workshop

1:00

Siesta /Lunch

2:00
Tarot in 10
Minutes

3:30

Standing
Stone

Other
locations

Kid’s Program

Spiritual Artisan
& Divination
@Diagon Alley

Loki’s Ozark Games
Italian Folklore

5:00
6:00

Birch
Grove

Dinner Break

8:00 pre-Bardic
8:30
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Stuff that happens every day:
9:30-ish a.m.
Before Breakfast Banishings @ Rookery Grove
1:00 p.m. on
Drum Making @ Diagon Alley
9:30-ish p.m.
Drum Circle & Dancing @ Drumming Fire Pit
9:30-ish p.m.
Quiet conversation, roasting marshmallows @ Hearth Fire Pit
9:30-ish p.m.
Youth hang out @ Youth Fire Pit
9:30-ish p.m.
Bards Tell Tales @ Bardic Fire Pit

Schedule
Sunday, August 1
Stage
10:00

11:30
12:00

1:00

Rookery

5:00
6:00
7:00

Gnome Home

Chakras Back to
Front

Liturgical Icelandic for
Norse Rites

Personal Divination

Advanced Tarot

Metal Magic

Fate & Free Will

Gnome Home

Birch Grove

Standing
Stone

Tarot & Elemental
Magick

En Français,
svp Ritual

Ancient Women
in Greece

Aura Cleansing

Drum Tales

Pagan Choir and
Celtic Cabaret

Other locations

Kid’s Program

Stag King @Beach

ADF: Our
Druidry

Siesta /Lunch

Firepit Drumming @
Drumming Fire

Int. Energy Work

2:00
3:30

Rookery
Grove

Tye Dye Workshop
Magic Ukulele

Psychic Development

GLBT Dance
Ritual Planning

Green Path Circle

Charity Auction

Pagan Prayer Beads

Dinner Break

Mead Tasting and
Judging
@Jordan’s Campsite

Third Gender
Ritual

Concert: Brandy
& Port

After
concert
Gnome Home

10:00

Standing Stone

Other locations

Kid’s Program

Agama Yoga
@Beach

Monday, August 2
Stage

Birch Grove

Rookery
Invoking &
Banishing Star

Rookery
Grove

Beach Field

Astrology

Jotun Workshop

Women’s
Warrior Circle

Sex & Gender
in Helens

Plant Spirit

Shaman
Spiritualists

The Green Man

Group or
Solitiare?

Achieving Serenity

Polyamoury

Modern Heathen
Tribalism

11:30
History of the Celtic Harp
1:00
2:00

Siesta /Lunch
Closing Ritual

Basic Drumming
@Drumming Fire
Circus Jam @
Beach
Main Bardic Circle
@Hearth Fire

24

21

Raven ’ s Knoll
1 Youth Firepit
2 Hearth Firepit
3 Davey Jones’ Locker

4 Humming Lamppost
5 Playground
6 Beach

7
8

Wharf
Beach Field (by day)
Bardic Fire (by night)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Quiet camping area
Ferryman’s Folly
Comfort Station
The Rookery
Game enclosure
Narnia Lamppost
The Rabbit Hole
(Registration)
Raven Stage
Standing Stone
Clearing
Gnome Home
Rainbow Tree
Birch Grove
Drumming Firepit
Pond Site
Nest
Roost
Parking Lot
Crop Circle
Sacred Well

Workshop Locations
A
B
C
D
E
F
22

Stage
Rookery
Rookery Grove
Standing Stone
Gnome Home
Birch Grove
23

